

Oopsy! Something went wrong!


Type:  expression 

Messages:
invalid variable declaration [
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Charlie has posted yeseterday's presentation at the ColdFusion Meetup.http://experts.acrobat.com/p68743264/
So please watch it and learn about ColdBox
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Luis,

Great Preso last night.. I'm looking forward to playing with CB more in the coming weeks..

I downloaded last nights' RC 2 release and launched the dashboard .. in the docs you have the default password to coldbox but I'm not able to login.. I have ColdBox directory sitting on C:\inetpub\frameworks\coldbox (with cf mapping to that directory) and the dashboard in the C:\inetpub\wwwroot\dashboard folder..
any help would be greatly appreaciated..

Thanks...
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HI Phil,

That should be the password. However, you can manually change it by do the following:

Open the config/settings.xml.cfm and locate the password hash. You can change the hash by using the hash method in CF and the "SHA-384" algorithm

So try it out.
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I second the comments. It was an amazing presentation of a framework, I almost passed up. I will be definitely be installing it and giving it a whirl. It seems to solve some of my issues with MG and seems easier to have an easier learning curve (especially with your documentation OCD). Thanks for all the hard work.
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Hi Luis,
Nice presentation....

Is it possible if you do a more advance level of presentation, to cover caching, interceptors, decorator, coldboxproxy.

ColdBox documentation is too good.

Again thanks for all your hard work and offering incredible toolkit ( coldbox ).

Many Thanks
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Hi Luis, would you be interested in doing an advanced workshop for http://cfFrameworks.com ?
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* The full robust errors can be seen by switching the coldbox.customErrorTemplate in your configuration file (/config/ColdBox.cfc) to
"/coldbox/system/exceptions/BugReport.cfm" or "/coldbox/system/exceptions/Whoops.cfm" and reloading the application.



